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SENTINEL

Alpha Sentinel filters
Combine with the Alpha Solway Sentinel Full Face 
Mask and Half Mask

The Sentinel filter range offers protection 
against hazardous gas, vapour and particulates 
within a wide variety of industries. Fully 
compatible with the Sentinel Full Face and Half 
Mask, the ergonomic filters offer incredibly low 
breathing resistance with optimised volume.

ASRAS0003BF P3S
ASRAS0003BH P3H
ASRAS0004BZ P3P
ASRAS0005BZ A1
ASRAS0006BZ A2
ASRAS0007BZ ABEK1

[Use the Alpha Sentinel filter cover to 
attach P3P filters A1, A2, ABEK1]

ATTACHING FILTERS TO A MASK

1. Check the integrity of the mask connector (seal on  
 the full face mask or mask surface on the half mask);  
 if worn away or damaged, replace the seal/mask,  
 as appropriate.
2. Push the filter onto the mask connector, with the tabs 
 on the filter connector aligning with the respective 
 tabs on the filter body [see Diagram 1]. 
3. Rotate the filter clockwise until the filter clicks into 
 place [see Diagram 2]. 
4. Make sure the filter is correctly seated 
 [see Diagrams 3 and 4]. 

BEFORE USE 

Only use the filter if the packaging is undamaged before 
first use and check the filter is clean and undamaged. 
Replace the filter if it is damaged and check the marking 
on the filter to ensure it is within a usable period.  
The filter type and class are marked on the filter.  
Ensure the correct filter is used, once the environment  
and contamination is known.

USE 

For use only with approved Alpha Solway respiratory 
face-pieces (Alpha Solway FFM or Alpha Solway HM); 
refer also to face-piece user instructions (Alpha Solway 
FFM or Alpha Solway HM). Two filters must be used at 
the same time; these must be the same type and class.
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REMOVING THE FILTERS FROM THE MASK 

1. Rotate the filter anticlockwise until loose. 
2. Lift the filter away from the mask.

COMBINATION FILTERS 

1.  To assemble combination gas, vapour and particulate  
 filters, insert the Particulate P3-P filter into the filter 
 retaining cover as shown; marking should be visible 
 once fitted to the filter [see Diagram 5]. 
2.  Push the gas filter body into the retaining cover, 
 ensuring a correct fit. Ensure all retaining cover clips 
 are firmly in place on the gas filter [see Diagram 6]. 
3.  Assemble the filter body onto the mask, as described 
 in these instructions, as normal [see Diagram 7].


